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Figs. 1, 2, and 3 of Plate L represent three characteristic kinids of Maori weapon. Fig. 1 represents a hani, or as it is called in Taranaki, a taiaha. It is 72 inches long, atnd the greatest width of the blade is 31 inches. In acttual fighting the hani is grasped by both hands just above the carved end, which is pointed downwards.
The blow is (lelivered with either of the edges of the blade, both being sharp.
The hani is generally. though quite wrongly, called a spear. It is sometimes less incorrectlv described as a two-hatnded sword. As will be seen from the facts adduced below, hani, tewha-tewha, and pou-wlheinna are all light, elongated clubs having a sharp striking e(dge or edges and also a poinit used for in-fighting.
In Fig. I the carvinga at the lower enid has been boldly designed and finely cxecuted with stone tools. The point (Fig. 4) represents a human tongue ornamented with scrolls. Above it are the teeth atnd upper lip, above which may be discerned a diminutive nose, eyes obliquely set and inlaid with circlets of shell, anid a beetling brow with coniventional forelock. Above the carving is a band, some 6 inlches wide, of scarlet kaka feathers, surmounted by a circlet of cream-coloured dogs' hair.
This hair has been cut from the tails of native dogs aind tied in little tassels witl binding of dressed flax. The flax tags of these tassels are then woven into a cord, along which the tassels lhang at regular and close intervals. The whole cord is wound round the hani a number of tinmes, thus completing the decoration of one of the most beautiful products of the Maori workman. Above the decoration rises the long blade, beautifully polished, anid havinig its edges sharp. 'T'he eud of the blade, where it is widest, is generally shaped ini a cutrve, but it occasiolnally takes the form of an obtuse angle.
HIani vary much in size. The smaller and the more delicate specimens were used only on ceremonial occasiolls, anld then generally as adjuncts to oratory. Specimelns made of whale's bone are sometimes seen. There are in museums a good maniy wooden specimens in which the whole blade is decorated with carving, but the writer has never seen an old example of this kind. The carving would inmpair the fighting value of the weapon. Fig. 2 represelits a tewha-tewha. Its length is about 45 inches. In fightinlg it is grasped just above the banDl of carving towards the pointed end, and this latter, as in the case of the hani, is pointed downwards. The blow is delivered with the sharp straight edge, to which the axe-like expansion acts as a makeweight. The pointed end is used, like the bayonet in " shorten arms," to deal with an opponent who has got within the guard, anid also for dispatching a prostrate enemy. The tonoue of the hani is used for the samle purposes. The narrow balnd of carving ( [ 161 ] The development from the simple pou-whenua (Fig. 7) of such a specialised form as the liani will best be seen by comparing a series of detailed drawings of the carving on the part below the grip ini all these weapons. Fig 6 represents the carvillng ol three of the weapons already figuired. The left specimeni is almost plain.
To this plain shape the familiar donible hluman profile, so coimimon in Maori carving, is added in the case of the seconid poti-wheiitia (middle). The carviing of the tewha-tewha (left) is essenitially the same. In this specimen the teetlh are niot indicated, an unusual feature. Fig. 11 represetnts the same region in three lhani. The lengtll of the pointed part below the human face is much shorter than ini the case of the specimenis of Fig. 6 , an(d this shortness is, as is inidicated by the Rarotongan cIiub (Fig. 8) , a primnitive chlaracteristic. In tlhe left specimen the familiar double hluman profile appears. In the middle onie the faces lhave beetn turnied througlh 90 degrees anid adapted to the new suirface shape. The second face is, of course, wholly in reverse. In the riglht specimen dereneration has set in. From a consideration of the facts adduced above, we may conclude that hani, tewha-tewha, and pou-whenua are closely related forms, and that their differences are superficial. Further, we may conclude that Fig. 7 represents a form more primitive than any of the others. Fig. 8 , a light double-edged club from Rarotonga, is an allied form retainiing some primitive features. One of these is the shortness of the point below the grip. This shortness is retained in the hani, as already noted.
A seconid Iprimitive feature is the ridge running down the middle of the blade, a feature-which indicates its paddle ancestry. The shape of the end of the blade points backwards to the same ancestral form. It is worth noting that a characteristic pointing in the same direction may be seen in any collection of pou-whenua. The greater number have the end of the blade curved, as in Fig. 9 , left. A few, however, have the end angular (Fig. 9, right) , a feature which we must regard as primitive. [ 164 1 
